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File 4A. Clothes to die for
Adjectives and adjectives order
The … the + comparative
Fashion
George is a journalist who introduces a weekly programme on the radio. It mainly consists of
debates about contemporary topics. Next week the boss of the channel he works for, Christine, has
set him to organize a debate dealing with fashion. Very important figures from this world, including
journalists and writers, will be present. Christine has suggested that he prepares a brief
introduction of the subject matter to the listeners before the participants’ talk.
Firstly he decides to consult a representative of an important fashion firm, Burberries. He
wants to get information about modern tendencies in fashion regarding shopping places people
usually go to and sale trends.
1. VOCABULARY BUILDER. FASHION
Fashion and shopping
1.a. Read what he told George and complete the gaps with a word from the chart. Complete the text
with a word from the list. (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB 54/2.a; 134/Fashion and shopping (a))

1.b. Underline the stress on all the words in bold and practise saying them. (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI
SB 54/2.a; 134/Fashion and shopping (b))
1.c. In case either you or your partner do not know any of the words of the list above, cover the text
and take turns to explain them! Cover the text. Take turns to explain the words in the list above.
(EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB 54/2.a; 134/Fashion and shopping (c))
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Items of clothing
1.d. Put the clothes in the right section. (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB 54/2.a; 134/Items of
clothing/a).
Women’s
fashion

Menswear

Footwear

Sport clothes

Underwear/
nightwear

Accessories

1.e. Underline the stress. Add more items to each column. (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB 54/2.a;
134/Items of clothing (b)).
Materials and adjectives describing clothes
George also asks the representative about the latest trends in prêt-à-porter in casual clothing
for both men and women.
1.f. Match them with the pictures to discover what is “in” this season (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB
54/2.a; 134/Materials and adjectives describing clothes (a))
a patterned silk scarf
a plain wool scarf
a V-necked cotton T-shirt
a long-sleeved striped shirt
a short-sleeved checked blouse
a loose linen jacket
a tight lycra jacket
high-heeled leather boots

1.g. Underline the stress on the words in bold. Practise saying them. (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB
54/2.a; 134/Materials and adjectives describing clothes (b))
1.h. Cover the phrases. Describe the pictures. (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB 54/2.a; 134/Materials
and adjectives describing clothes (c))
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Phrasal verbs and idioms: clothes
1.i. Match sentences 1-10 with a-j. (EFUI TB 51/2; EFUI SB 54/2.a; 134/Phrasal verbs and
idioms: clothes (a))
1. Can I try it on?
a) It’s the same colour.
2. Hang your coat up.
b) Breakfast’s on the table.
3. It doesn’t fit.
c) You can’t go to school in those shorts.
4. It suits you.
d) It’s a formal occasion.
5. It matches your eyes.
e) I’m not sure if it’s the right size.
f) They’re filthy.
6. Get dressed!
7. Go and get changed!
g) It’s cold outside.
8. We have to dress up this evening.
h) Red’s your colour.
9. Take off your shoes.
i) I need a bigger size.
10. Put on a scarf.
j) Don’t leave it there.
1.j. Cover 1-10. Look at a-j. Remember the first half. (EFUI TB 51/2.a; EFUI SB 54/2.a;
134/Phrasal verbs and idioms: clothes (b))
2. READ BETTER. Looking quickly through a text for information
When you are reading to find specific information, don’t read the whole text. Just look
through it quickly, and only underline what’s relevant to what you want to know.
After his visit to this representative, George goes back to his office and receives the phonecall of a friend, Richard, who is also another journalist. When the latter hears about George’s task,
he tells him about an article appeared in the Sunday Times. It dealt with the topic of fashion from a
historic angle, going back to the 17th century. George soon becomes enthusiastic at the idea of
including this type of information in his introduction. He begs Richard to send him the article by
fax. This is the whole piece of writing: (EFUI SB text on pp. 56-57 and page 561 here).
2.a. The title of the article immediately attracts George’s attention. It is a “play on words”. What
do you think that are the two possible meanings? Look at the title of the article. It is a “play on
words”. What do you think that are the two possible meanings? (EFUI TB 53/6.a; EFUI SB
56/6.a)
2.b. George starts to read the article. In pairs, look at the main points that he highlights in the text
and find the information in one minute. Do not forget to underline the corresponding parts in the
article. In pairs, find different information in one minute. (EFUI TB 53/6.b; EFUI SB 56/6.b)
A underlines information about:
1. clothes which
a) shouldn’t have been worn near open fires
b) caused serious digestive problems
1. two items of clothing normally associated with women but which used to be worn by men
2. a type of make-up which destroyed people’s faces
3. a famous woman who was killed by an article of clothing
B underlines information about:
1. an illness that was caused by clothes made of a certain material
2. something which all men used to wear and are still worn by people in a certain profession
2. clothes which
a) were extremely dangerous for cyclists
b) were banned in an UK school
4. a year which was crucial in the development of comfortable shoes
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2.c. Read the text again carefully. Find words or phrases which mean: (EFUI TB 53/6.d; EFUI SB
57/6.d)
Paragraph 1
On the other hand
Didn’t allow
Paragraph 2
Caused
Extinguish
Paragraph 3
Endure/tolerate
Cut many times
Paragraph 4
Go down on one or both knees
Paragraph 5
Catch your foot and fall
Kill by squeezing in the neck
2.d. Once George has finished examining the article, he proceeds to read the elements that have
seemed more interesting to him. Read again only the parts you’ve underlined. Tell your partner.
(EFUI TB 53/6.c; EFUI SB 57/6.c)
2.e. Which of the clothes mentioned…? (EFUI TB 53/6.e; EFUI SB 57/6.e)
a) have you worn yourself?
b) do you think must have been the most uncomfortable?
3. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE (1). The… the + comparative
Two particular sentences from the article have stroken George:
“Real fashion – it’s agony, ma chérie, but it is always worth it”
“The more fashionable something is, the more uncomfortable or even dangereous it is to wear”.
He thinks that it would be a good idea to include them literally in the introduction because they will
probably shock the listeners and make them be attentive.
3.a. Look at the second sentence. Does it mean…? (EFUI TB 53/7.a; EFUI SB 58/7.a).
1. Being fashionable is more important than being comfortable.
2. There is a direct relation between something being fashionable and being uncomfortable.
3.b. Check with the rules. (EFUI TB 53/7.b; EFUI SB 58/7.b).
the… the + comparative adjective/adverb
Use the + comparative adjective/adverb to show that one thing depends on another.
The sooner you do it, the sooner I’ll pay you. (= when I pay you depends on when you do it)
The better the restaurant (is), the more expensive it is. (= the price of a restaurant depends on
the quality)
Sometimes we use two comparatives without a noun or verb.
A When would you like me to do it?
B The sooner the better.
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4. PRACTICE (1). The… the + comparative
4.a. Rephrase the sentences using the… the + comparative. (EFUI TB 53/Practice a; EFUI SB
58/Practice a)
If you start learning young it will be easier.
The younger you start learning, the easier it will be.
1. If we leave soon we’ll get there earlier.
_______________________________________________________
2. If I speak fast I make more mistakes.
_______________________________________________________
3. If the weather is cold you use more electricity.
_______________________________________________________
4. If the restaurant is full the service is worse.
_______________________________________________________
5. If the colour is bright she’ll like it more.
_______________________________________________________
6. If you have a lot of money you can dress better.
_______________________________________________________
4.b. Listen and check. Copy the rhythm. (EFUI TB 54/Practice b; EFUI SB 58/Practice b)
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4.c. Write two endings for each phrase in the box. (EFUI TB 54/Practice c; EFUI SB 58/Practice
c)
“The harder you work…
“The more money people have…

“The older you get…
“The more I know him…

“The longer you wait for something…

5. LISTEN BETTER. Tuning in to different voices
Sometimes you may have difficulty understanding someone, perhaps because of their
accent or the speed they speak. If this happens, don’t ‘switch off’. Just relax and try to
‘tune in’, i.e., get used to the voice.
The article makes George consider that it would be interesting to get a real account of
whether fashion is still taken to its last extreme nowadays. He then decides to interview two foreign
people living in Britain: Princess Mary Sapieha and Tito Lombardo, who is half English-half
Italian.
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5.a. Guess which one of the two said the sentences below. Write PM or TL. Listen to what they
answered to George and check (Listen and check). Try to ‘tune in’ to the two voices. (EFUI TB
50/1.a; EFUI SB, 54/1.a)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

My favourite fashion period is definetely the 60s.
I think that fashion today is awful.
I once spent a fortune on a Versace coat.
I’ve never been a fashion victim.
Women simply don’t seem to care what they look like.
The only thing I have really suffered with is my hair.
I’ve always been awfully vain.
These days I’m more concerned about being healthy.

5.b. Once the interview has been carried out, George plays it to take note of the following points for
his report: (EFUI TB 50/1.b; EFUI SB 54/1.b)
What do they say about these aspects?
Princess Mary
Women’s dresses
Platform shoes
High-heeled shoes
Her hair

Tito
today’s designers
what he loves about today’s fashion
a coat
wearing uncomfortable clothes

In pairs, answer the two questions that George asked them (they were asked).
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6. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Now that he has two foreigners’ version of his topic, George wants to obtain British
laypeople’s opinion in fashion trends. For that purpose he designs a questionnaire about
preferences in buying and wearing clothes. He draws on the portrayal that the Burberries
representative supplied to him. George gives out this questionnaire among his colleagues at work,
his friends and acquaintances …
In pairs, Student A interviews student B with the first part. Student B (books closed) answers the
questions. Swap roles for the second part. (EFUI TB 51/2.b; EFUI SB 54/2.b)
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7. CHECK WHAT YOU KNOW. Adjectives
As a good journalist, George wants to check that what people consciously answered in the
questionnaire correlates to what they actually think and do. He goes to a big department store with
a taperecorder to register customers’ conversation while shopping. They are not aware of what
George is doing. The following are sparse sentences of what the journalist managed to register
(activities 7 and 8.a).
Correct the mistakes and explain why they’re wrong. (EFUI TB 52/3; EFUI SB 55/3):
1. I think it’s a jacket very attractive.
2. There are a lot of different ways of wearing scarves.
3. These trousers are much more longer than those ones.
4. A
Which sweatshirt do you prefer?
B
I think the blue.
5. This waiscoat isn’t as nice than that one.
6. This skirt is too much tight. Can you get me a bigger size?
7. Jeans are the more practical things to wear.
8. Do you think these sandals are enough big?
9. Which of these dresses is the most pretty?
10. Your tie’s the same than mine.
8. GET IT RIGHT. The definite article
8.a. Complete the sentences with the definite article the, only when necessary. (EFUI TB 54/8 (Get
It Right); EFUI SB 58/8 (Get It Right))
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

____ men usually dress worse than women.
I normally love buying ____ but ____ clothes in fashion at ____ are hideous.
Today ____ people are obssessed with fashion.
The most important thing about ____ is that they should be comfortable.
Have you seen ____ shoes I was wearing yesterday?
I don’t like men with ____ long hair, in fact I hate ____ hairstyles of the 60s.

8.b. Tick (√) or cross (×) the box. (EFUI TB 54/8 (Get It Right); EFUI SB 58/8 (Get It Right)).
Do you use the…?
-when you’re talking about something in general.
-when you’re talking about something specific.
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9. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE (2). Adjective order
When George comes back home from the department store, his wife, Sarah, has already
arrived from work. After greeting him, she tells him:
“Well, I just threw away that red hideous checked gown of yours.
Why do you never wear that cotton lovely T-shirt I gave you as a birthday present?”
Is the order of the adjectives in the sentences above right or wrong? Use your instinct and then
check with the rules. (EFUI TB 52/4; EFUI SB 55/4. Instead of filling in the gaps with the
right options, the students have to discover whether the two previous sentences are
correct. You have to write them on the blackboard. They refer to the same drawings as on
page 55 in the original textbook).
Rules for adjective order
You can put more than one adjective before a noun (often two and occasionally three).
These adjectives must go in a particular order (blue suede shoes NOT suede blue trousers).
The chart below shows the correct order for most adjectives.
Opinion
Size
How good? How
etc.?
lovely
big

Most other Age
big, qualities
How old?
warm

new
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Colour
(then)
pattern
pink
striped

Nationality Material
Where
Made of?
from?
Spanish
silk
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10. PRACTICE (2). Adjective order
10.a. Put the adjectives from the list below into the right categories. Use a dictionary if necessary.
Check the pronunciation. (EFUI TB 52/Practice a; EFUI SB 55/Practice a)
tiny

purple

fur

beige

foreign

ancient

soft

tight

hideous

suede

Swiss

short

gorgeous

young

10.b. Use your instinct. Put the groups of words in the right order. Use a/an where necessary. Check
with the rules. (EFUI TB 52/Pactice a; EFUI SB 55/Pactice a)
1. hair long fair
2. dark huge eyes
3. scarf silk Italian gorgeous
4. shoes suede hideous
5. old house lovely
6. skirt short wool
7. tight sweater purple
8. laptop Japanese expensive
9. tie striped black and white
10. sports car second-hand
10.c. George tells Sarah t that he simply isn’t very fond of the T-shirt and that he would have
preferred her to tell him about her intentions with his gown. He then feels too tired to start revising
his notes for the introduction to the radio programme. Instead, he thinks about familiarising himself
with today’s male and female prêt-à-porter trends. He flicks through his wife’s fashion magazine.
There he finds the pictures of two models by a famous fashion house.
Communication Fashion show: Student A goes to Appendix 3 on page 574 and Student B goes to
Appendix 4 on page 575. (EFUI TB 53/Practice c; EFUI SB 56/Practice c)
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11. WRITE BETTER. Describing people
George didn’t quite like the models above. However, he finds others that please him so much
that he takes some pen and paper to describe them briefly.
11.a.) Look at Writing Bank Writing B (Writing Skills Checklist. Planning). (EFUI TB 53/5.a;
EFUI SB 56/5.a; 140/Writing Bank B)
B Use a wide range of vocabulary
• The more varied vocabulary you use, the more interesting your writing will
be. How can you make this sentence more vivid?
She was wearing a nice skirt.
• Use a wide selection of nouns, adjectives, and verbs.
E.g. for physical appearance:
Adjectives:
e.g. overweight, medium height, bald, middle-aged
Nouns:
e.g. fringe, beard, moustache, eyelashes
Verbs: e.g. looks (younger than his age), looks like (her mother), is wearing/carrying….
11.b. Imagine that you are George now. Look around in your class and select someone whose style
you like. Write a 50-word description of someone in the class, without naming the person. Describe
their physical appearance and what they’re wearing. Swap your descriptions with other students.
Identify the people. (EFUI TB 53/5.b; EFUI SB 56/5.b)
11.c. George thinks of two people that he knows well. Think of two people you know well, one male
and one female. Plan how to describe them physically in as much detail as possible, and how they
normally dress. Write 50-70 words. Check the description before you give it in. (EFUI TB 53/5.c;
EFUI SB 56/5.c)
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12. BETTER PRONUNCIATION. Saying consonants sounds more accurately: /s/, /z/ and /∫/
Some sounds may be difficult for you to pronounce. Make a special effort when you say
words with these sounds, but remember, your pronunciation doesn’t have to be perfect,
just intelligible.
Every now and then, George accomplishes his ritual of pronunciation exercises. He does not
have a BBC English, which is normally required for journalists working on British T.V. and radio.
He wants to sound as clear as possible. Do the following pronunciation exercises.
12.a. When George listens to words containing the sounds /s/, /z/ and /∫/, he cannot always
distinguish them. And you? Listen to the following pairs of words. Focus on /s/, /z/ and /∫/. Can you
hear the difference? (EFUI TB 51/Better Pronunciation a; EFUI SB 55/Better Pronunciation
a)
1. a
2. a
3. a
4. a.
5. a.
6. a.
7. a.
8. a.
9. a.
10. a

socks
loose
see
sell
eyes
price
suits
short
advice
place

b.
b.
b.
b.
b.
b.
b.
b.
b.
b.

shocks
lose
she
shell
ice
prize
shoots
sort
advise
plays

12. b. Practise saying the words. Try to make the difference clear. (EFUI TB 51/Better
Pronunciation b; EFUI SB 55/Better Pronunciation b)
12.c. Listen to just one word from each pair. Circle the word you hear. (EFUI TB 51/Better
Pronunciation c; EFUI SB 55/Better Pronunciation c)
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12.d. George decides to write the spelling rules for pronouncing these sounds so that he can have a
look at them whenever he wants to. Say the words in each group and complete the schedule he has
made with the sounds /s/, /z/ and /∫/.
Say the words in each group. Complete the spelling rules with /s/, /z/ and /∫/. (EFUI TB 51/Better
Pronunciation d; EFUI SB 55/Better Pronunciation d)
1

fashion, passion (sh/ssi + vowel),
invitation, (ti + vowel),
official (ci + vowel)
always pronounced _______

2

dress, price
always pronounced _______

3

size, zip
always pronounced _______

4

sell, skirt, lots, looks
sometimes pronounced _______

5 music, lose, hears, eyes
sometimes pronounced _______
6

sugar, sure
occasionally pronounced _______

12.e. George likes tongue-twisters to practise phonetics. He thinks that it is a more enjoyable way
of improving his pronunciation. Try it out! In pairs, practise saying the following sentences in pairs.
Listen to each other: (EFUI TB 52/Better Pronunciation e; EFUI SB 55/Better Pronunciation
e)
1.
2.
3.
4.

She’s got a passion for fashion.
She sells shoes and socks.
Guess the price and win the prize.
It’s easy to lose loose shoes.
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13. MAKING CONVERSATION
After doing all his pronunciation exercises, George decides to write the introduction to the
debate. For that purpose he reviews his notes and material on fashion trends from the different
sources he had consulted. The debate day arrives.
Go over the accounts supplied by the Burberries representative, the Sunday Times article,
Princess Saphiea, Tito Lombardo and your results of the questionnaire. Now that you have a broad
idea of the topic thanks to all the information that George collected for his introduction, you can
start the debate as if you were the important figures who attend his debate! Take turns to choose a
topic to discuss. Try to talk about each topic for at least two minutes. Do you agree? (EFUI TB
54/8; EFUI SB 58/8)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do men take as much care over their appearance as women?
“The richer people are, the better they dress”.
Do you think people should be allowed to wear casual clothes to work?
Do you prefer men/women with long hair or short hair?
“The more expensive clothes are, the longer they last”.
Do you think people in your country judge other people by their appearance?
“Most designer clothes are created by men, which is why normal women can’t wear
them”.
8. Which nationality do you think dresses the best?
9. Do you think it’s worth paying more for a well-known make of clothes?
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Appendix 3
Communication Fashion Show.
Student A
You and B have similar pictures but there are five differences in each model. Take turns to describe
the models. Can you find the differences?
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Appendix 4
Communication Fashion Show.
Student B
You and A have similar pictures but there are five differences in each model. Take turns to describe
the models. Can you find the differences?
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File 4B. Why men don’t iron
Wish + past simple / past perfect, would + infinitive
Men and women
1. LISTEN BETTER. Understanding people’s opinions
Natalie and Kevin have been married for 10 years. Unfortunately, there is no magic and
excitement anymore in their life together. Natalie even thinks that her husband is becoming a bit
“macho”, which makes her very angry. One evening they were at home listening to a radio phonein programme about tennis. The subject being discussed was whether women tennis players should
be paid the same as men.
1.a. Before you listen, explain in pairs what these words mean: (EFUI TB 57/5.b; EFUI SB
63/5.b)
court
Grand Slam Tournament

net
prize money

serve (v.)
spectators

the best of five sets

1.b. Listen to the programme once. Write A if the people agree, D if they disagree, N if they neither
agree nor disagree. (EFUI TB 57/5.c; EFUI SB 63/5.c)
Ben
Louise
Eddie
Riccardo
Donna
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1.c. Kevin agrees with Ben and consequently a bitter discussion emerges between the couple.
Natalie, completely disgusted at her husband’s stance, phones a good friend of hers and briefly tells
her about the programme and the listeners’ opinions. Write one sentence to summarize each
person’s argument in the same way that Natalie did on the phone to her friend. (EFUI TB 57/5.d;
EFUI SB 63/5.d)
Ben ____________________________________________________________________
Louise __________________________________________________________________
Eddie ___________________________________________________________________
Riccardo ________________________________________________________________
Donna __________________________________________________________________
1.d. Do you agree or disagree? Why? Which of the following occupations are male-dominated in
your country? (EFUI TB 57/5.a; EFUI SB 63/5.a)
Law

medicine

architecture

teaching
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2. VOCABULARY BUILDER. MEN AND WOMEN (1).
The changing roles of men and women
Natalie’s friend advises her to go to a marriage guidance counsellor to try to solve her
marital problems. Natalie looks for one in the Yellow Pages and finds a specialist who advertises
himself with the following text:
2.a. Complete the text with words/phrases from the list. (EFUI TB 55/1.b; EFUI SB 59/1.b;
135/The changing roles of men and women (a))
breadwinner
equal rights
Ms /m z/
roles

discrimination
feminine
new man
sexism

divorce rate
feminist
partner
sexist

do their share
macho
‘politically correct’

2.b. Underline the stress. Practise saying the words. Say which aspects of the text are true in your
country. (EFUI TB 55/1.b; EFUI SB 59/1.b; 135/The changing roles of men and women (b))
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3. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
After the previous text there appears the specialist’s invitation to join one of the workshops he
runs. Natalie persuades Kevin to enrol for one of them. The following day they go to their first
meeting with this counsellor. Several more couples are present in their group. The specialist, John
Burke, asks each one to introduce themselves and the reason why they are there. After everybody
has introduced themselves and said their reasons for being in that workshop, John draws up the
following conclusion: it is an unavoidable truth that men and women are different in their
behaviour and reactions. As a warm-up for the rest of the session, he gives out to the group a
cartoon and asks them to briefly discuss it. Why do you think these are their favourite songs?
Look at the cartoon. Why do you think these are their favourite songs? (EFUI TB 55/1.a; EFUI SB
59/1.a)
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4. READ BETTER (1)
All the couples gave very interesting ideas. John then asked the couples the
following questions. In pairs, discuss the two questions below:
(EFUI TB 56/3.a; EFUI SB 60/3.a)
1) Do you think that men and women behave differently because they have
been conditioned by society to do so, or because they are biologically different?
2) Do men and women have the same kind of brain?
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4.b. Once John got a bit of feedback, he gave them the answer to the question from the latest
perspective of science. Read the text on p. 21 quickly. Find the answers to the two questions. (EFUI
TB 56/3.b: until line 14 of the reading text; EFUI SB 60/3.b: until line 14 of the reading
text).

4.c. Most people were shocked and couldn’t even believe the explanation. John then asked them to
do a very simple experiment. This would show them one piece of evidence of the soundness of the
theory advocated by scientists. Read the rest of the text. Try the experiment. (EFUI TB 56/3.b;
EFUI SB 60/3.b: from lines 15 to 25)

5. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE. Wish + past simple /past perfect, Would + infinitive
5.a. The couples were surprised at the results of the experiment. John told them that the fact of not
understanding these biological differences could have very negative influences for the
understanding and respect of the two sexes. He then gave them out a sheet with worrying statistics.
Read them and complete with a percentage from the list. Check your answers with the teacher.
(EFUI TB 56/4.a; EFUI SB 62/4.a)
23%

50%

67%

70%
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5.b. Look at the three cartoons. (EFUI TB 56/4.b; EFUI SB 62/4.b)
1) Read rules 1-3.
2) Match the cartoons and the rules and write in the example sentence.
3) Complete the rules of form with the correct tense (past perfect, past simple, or would +
infinitive).

1. You regret (= are sorry about a present situation)
EXAMPLE _______________________________________________________________
FORM I wish + ____________________________________________________________
•

As with conditional sentences, you can use was or were, I wish I was taller./ I wish
I were taller. (=more formal).

2. You regret a past action or situation
EXAMPLE _______________________________________________________________
FORM I wish + ____________________________________________________________
3. You want another person to do (or not to do) something, often because you are annoyed
EXAMPLE _______________________________________________________________
FORM I wish + person + ____________________________________________________
•

You can also use wish + would when you want something to happen. I wish it
would stop raining.
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6. PRACTICE. Wish + past simple /past perfect, Would + infinitive
While the rest are finishing examining the statistics, Natalie starts chatting with one of the
women present in the room, Laura, who is Italian. She doesn’t like many aspects of her present life.
Laura tells Natalie how bitterly she had been reflecting upon this when she was at work that
morning.
6.a. Write an I wish… sentence for each of her speech bubbles (1 to 6). (EFUI TB 56/Practice a;
EFUI SB 62/Practice a)

6.b. Listen to five conversations and explain the situation. (EFUI TB 56/Practice b; EFUI SB
62/Practice b)
6.c. Listen again. Write the sentences with wish that you hear. (EFUI TB 57/Practice c; EFUI SB
62/Practice c)
6.d. John tells the couples that in past editions of this workshop he asked people to write down their
negative impressions about their lives in all aspects (family, love, work, economical and cultural
status, aspirations…). The specialist explains to them that this is an important exercise to do
because all these negative feelings affect the relationship with someone’s partner.
Tell your partner about: (EFUI TB 57/Practice d; EFUI SB 62/Practice d)
• two things you wish you had/hadn’t done when you were younger
• two possessions you wish you had which would improve your life
• two things you wish you could do but you can’t
• two things you wish your partner/brother/mother, etc., would/wouldn’t do (because they
annoy you)
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7. BETTER PRONUNCIATION. Using your instinct with long words: word stress
There are some rules to help you pronounce long words, e.g.
• Don’t stress a long prefix.
• Words ending in –ion have the stress on the penultimate syllable.
However, the best method is to use your instinct. Remember to mark the stress on new
words you learn and use your dictionary to check.
Next, John explains to the group that a good way of starting to gain knowledge of male and
female divergences was to think about their own conceptions and prejudices. He gives his group a
list of words and asks them to try to relate them with men’s and women’s traits.

7.a. Underline the stress on the words of the list. (EFUI TB 58/Better Pronunciation a; EFUI
SB 63/Better Pronunciation a)
discrimination

relationships

unimaginative

interpreter

engineering

communication

uncommunicative

prehistoric

consequently

repetitive

irresponsible

architecture

fundamental

predominant

opportunity

immature

7.b. Listen and check. Practise saying them in pairs. (EFUI TB 58/Better Pronunciation b; EFUI
SB 63/Better Pronunciation b)
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8. VOCABULARY BUILDER. MEN AND WOMEN (2).
Male and female personalities: negative prefixes
This was an introductory exercise for the “homework” that John sets his group to do at
home: they have to think of adjectives of personality and decide which ones apply more to men or
women. The first day of the workshop has finished.
8.a. Do John’s task as if you were one of his “students”. Decide if these adjectives of personality
apply more to men or women. Underline the stress. (EFUI TB 55/1.b; EFUI SB 59/1.b; 135/Male
and female personalities: negative prefixes (a))
ambitious

bossy

communicative

considerate

faithful

honest

imaginative

jealous

logical

mature

organized

patient

possessive

reasonable

responsible

selfish

sensitive

sociable

tidy

vain

Un-

Im-

In-

Ir-

Il-

Dis-

Uncooperative

impolite

insecure

irregular

illegal

disloyal

8.b. Many adjectives form the opposite by adding a negative prefix. Put the adjectives from 8.a. in
the chart. Which prefix is the most common? Which four adjectives don’t have an exact opposite?
(EFUI TB 55/1/b; EFUI SB 59/1.b; 135/Male and female personalities: negative prefixes
(b))
8.c. Cover the chart. Look at the adjectives in 8.a. Say the opposites. (EFUI TB 55/1/b9; EFUI SB
59/1.b; 135/Male and female personalities (c))
! Negative prefixes don’t normally change the stress on words (happy – unhappy)
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9. MAKING CONVERSATION
The next day of the workshop, John tells the group that they are going to receive the visit of
two well-known experts in human relations and body language, Allan and Barbara Pease. They
have done research on the origin of male and female differences. The speakers will come in about
an hour. John asks the group to prepare questions they will like to ask them. Accordingly, he
proposes discussing several stereotyped beliefs regarding men and women. In this way he attempts
to inspire them to ask very specific questions to the psychologists. John then requests the group to
discuss which things they consider that are more essential for men and women.
9.a. Look at the words below. Decide how important these are for each of the two sexes, and label
the brains (1= the most important). (EFUI TB 55/2.a; EFUI SB 59/2.a)
sport

interest in housework

chocolate addiction

expressing feelings

sex

gossip

ability to find things

shopping addiction

sense of direction

TV remote control addiction

9.b. Compare with a partner. Explain your choices. (EFUI TB 55/2.b; EFUI SB 59/2.b)
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9.c. The following are some of the sentences that certain members of John’s class said. Cross out
the wrong word/expression of generalizing. (EFUI TB 55/2; EFUI SB 59/2 (Get It Right))
a) Generally speaking/Speaking generally men are more selfish than women.
b) In general/On general nobody enjoys doing housework.
c) Actually/Nowadays men and women can do most jobs equally well.
d) Most/Most of women wish their husbands helped more.
e) All/all the men like giving advice; none of them like getting it.
f) The average/the medium man can’t iron well.
Try to use these expressions when you’re discussing men and women in 9.e.
9.d. Read the sentences and mark them CT (completely true), PT (partly true), or NT (not true at
all). (EFUI TB 55/2.c; EFUI SB 59/2.c).
9.e. In groups of three or four (preferably with a mixture of sexes) compare what you think. (EFUI
TB 55/2.d; EFUI SB 59/2.d).

10. READ BETTER (2). Predicting content from headings
10.a. After discussing their beliefs about men and women, the couples selected the following
questions for the speakers. The two speakers arrive at John’s workshop. Once they introduced
themselves, they start answering the questions above with the help of some summarised extracts
from their co-authorised book: Why men don’t listen and women can’t read maps.
Read the following paragraph headings. Think to yourself what each paragraph will be about. Then
quickly read Part 2 of the text. Match the headings to the paragraphs. (EFUI TB 56/3.c; EFUI SB
61/3.c)
Why men can’t find things?

Why men and women are so different?

Why men don’t iron?

Why women are better with words?

Why women don’t fly planes?

Why women get lost but are safer drivers?

10.b. Read the text again slowly with the glossary. In pairs, underline any words or expressions you
don’t understand. (EFUI TB 56/3.d; EFUI SB 61/3.d)
10.c. Look back at the six questions. In pairs, see if you remember the speakers’ answers. In pairs,
explain them from memory. (EFUI TB 56/3.e; EFUI SB 61/3.e. I have slightly modified the
wording of the original instructions so that they better fit in the overall communicative stage
of this section).
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11. WRITE BETTER. An opinion composition
With the experts’ visit, the workshop has finished. John then asks the couples whether they
have found it useful. Nathalie and Kevin go back to their house with renewed energies. While
Nathalie was preparing dinner and Kevin was reading in the kitchen with her, the radio was on.
The show broadcasted was Your Call, a debate programme. The topic for this week was ‘Men
should do 50% of the housework’ and the presenter was encouraging the audience to send their eemails with their opinions. Kevin tells Nathalie that he’s going to send one. What do you think his
opinion will be? Will the workshop have influenced Kevin’s attitude at all?
11.a. In next week’s Your Call, the subject is ‘Men should do 50% of the housework’. You’re going
to send an e-mail giving your opinion. Study this Writing Bank Planning D. (EFUI TB 58/6.a;
EFUI SB 63/6/1.a; 140/Writing Bank D).
Use the right style and expressions
• Before you start writing decide what style to use:
Formal: for a letter or e-mail complaining to an airline, for a ‘for and against’ composition,
for a report about customs in your country.
Informal: for a letter or e-mail to a friend, for a letter or e-mail to a TV/radio ‘chat’
programme.
• Remember the key aspects of each style:
Formal: no contractions, no colloquial expressions, more formal expressions, e.g. To sum
up, etc.
Informal: use contractions and colloquial expressions, e.g. anyway, That’s all for now, etc.
• List useful expressions for the kind of text:
An e-mail to a TV show giving your opinion:
Personally I think… / In my opinion…,
First(ly) because …, Second(ly)…,
For example/For instance…
11.b. Write the e-mail in about 75 words. Check it for mistakes. (EFUI TB 58/6.a; EFUI SB
63/6/1.b)
11.c. Swap e-mails with a partner. Do you agree? (EFUI TB 58/6.a; EFUI SB 63/6/1.c)
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File 4C. A question of taste
Nouns: countability, plural nouns
Have something done
Houses and decoration
1. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Lucy (an English teacher) and Charles (a radio producer) are a couple who are thinking
about leaving their old house, buying a new one and decorating it. They are discussing which style
of house and decoration they like the most. Look at the cartoons and at the items listed which
belong to each style. In pairs, say which you prefer and why. (EFUI TB 59/1.a; EFUI SB 64/1.a)

2. VOCABULARY BUILDER. HOUSES AND DECORATION (1).
Houses
Their tastes do not coincide, since Charles is fond of the style on the left and Lucy of that on
the right. They decide to consult a specialized magazine on houses and decoration to learn about
the new tendencies. In this way, they will check if their tastes can be reconciled, whether one of
them or both are outdated, etc. The first half of the magazine contains pictures with types of houses
and their characteristics.
2.a. Match the pictures with the words. Underline the stress. (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b;
136/Houses (a))

2.b. Look at the pictures. Remember the words. (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b; 136/Houses
(b))
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Furniture, etc.
The second half of the magazine deals with the decoration of every single room in a house.
2.c. Put the items in the chart (some can be found in more than one room). (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI
SB 64/1.b; 136/Furniture, etc. (a)).

2.d. Underline the stress. Practise saying the words. Add two more words to each column. (EFUI
TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b; 136/Furniture, etc. (b)).
2.e. Lucy and Charles discuss which of these things they haven’t got in their house. What about
you? Which things haven’t you got? (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b; 136/Furniture, etc.
(c)).
Adjectives describing houses and decoration
Lucy and Charles continue flicking through the magazine and find some general suggestions
for decorating houses.
2.f. Complete the adjectives employed in the magazine to describe houses and decoration with –y, que, -able, -ing, -ed, -ish, -ful, -al or –ous. (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b; 136/Adjectives
describing houses and decoration (a))
Furniture –old or new?
antique (old and valuable)
old-fashion____
modern
Atmosphere
comfort____
relax____
cos____(warm and comfortable)

Design and decoration
well/badly-design____
styl____
taste____
origin____
practic____
luxuri____

2.g. Underline the stress. Practise saying the words. (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b;
136/Adjectives describing houses and decoration (b))
2.h. Use the adjectives to describe your house or flat and furniture. (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB
64/1.b; 136/Adjectives describing houses and decoration (c)).
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2.i.) Lucy and Charles find the following items labelled as ‘chic’ for this season. They discuss which
ones they prefer and use the previous descriptive adjectives to express their preferences.
Use the same adjectives to describe the following items: (EFUI TB 59/1.c.; EFUI SB 64/Build
Your Vocabulary/1.c., question 5).
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

a living room with an open fire
a Louis XV table
an iMac computer
a bathroom with a jacuzzi
Scandinavian furniture

3. BETTER PRONUNCIATION. Getting the

sound right (1).

3.a. Look at the phonetics of some of the words they uttered. They all contain the sound
(EFUI TB 59/Better Pronunciation a; EFUI SB 64/Better Pronunciation a)

3.b. Underline the stress in these words mentioned by Lucy and Charles. Underline the stress in
sound. (EFUI TB 59/Better Pronunciation b; EFUI SB 64/Better
these words. Circle the
Pronunciation b)
furniture
attractive
radiator
catalogue
effort
pavement
balcony
dishwasher
fireplace
luxurious
3.c. Listen and check. Practise making the
SB 64/Better Pronunciation c)

sound. (EFUI TB 59/Better Pronunciation c; EFUI
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4. VOCABULARY BUILDER. HOUSES AND DECORATION (2).
Verbs related to the house
While Lucy and Charles are talking about the decoration ideas of the magazine, the bulb of
the lamp they are using goes off. Charles apologises to Lucy because he had forgotten that the bulb
was failing. Lucy observes that many more things related to housework remain to be done. Discover
these things.
4.a. Complete with the verbs. Cover and test your memory. (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b;
136/Verbs related to the house (a)).
answer
change
clear/lay
empty
hang up
wash up
lock/unlock
put away
tidy (up)
turn off/on
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

____________________ the heater/oven/tap
____________________ the rubbish bin
____________________ your bedroom
____________________ the things on the floor
____________________ a plug, a bulb
____________________ the table
____________________ the phone
____________________ the dishes
____________________ the door
____________________ your coat

4.b. Lucy and Charles make a quick list of the things they have actually done today. Say which
things you’ve done today. (EFUI TB 59/1.b; EFUI SB 64/1.b; 136/Verbs related to the house
(b)).
5. HOUSE QUIZ.
Do the ‘House’ quiz in five minutes. (EFUI TB 59/1.c.; EFUI SB 64/1.c.).
1) What do you call…?
a tall building which has a lot of people living there
b a house which is not joined to any other house
c a house which is joined to other houses on either side
2) Name something in the house which…
a you put your hands in to wash them
b can make a room warmer
c you use when you wash up by hand
3) What do you call the thing that which you…?
a try changing when a lamp doesn’t work
b ring when you get to someone’s house
c turn off when a bath is full of water
4) What’s the difference between…?
a a fireplace and a chimney
b a roof and a ceiling
c a door and a front door
d clear the table and lay the table
e a hedge and a fence
f antique furniture and old-fashioned furniture
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6. BETTER PRONUNCIATION. Getting the

sound right (2).

6.a. Underline the stressed words in these sentences uttered by the couple while they were
discussing the ideas from the magazine. Underline the stressed words. Then look at the unstressed
(EFUI TB 59/Better Pronunciation d; EFUI SB 64/Better
words. Circle the ones with the
Pronunciation d)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I was going to change the bulb but I forgot.
I can take the rug to the cleaners in the morning.
The chest of drawers needs to be moved to the right.
There were lots of glasses on a table over there.
There are two chairs and a lamp in the hall.

6.b. Listen and check. Practise saying the sentences quickly. (EFUI TB 60/Better Pronunciation
e; EFUI SB 64/Better Pronunciation e)
7. MAKING CONVERSATION (1).
At the back of the magazine there are advertisements of houses to buy. Lucy and Charles
specially like one, and decide to phone to ask for more information. In pairs, roleplay this situation.
Student A acts as either Lucy or Charles (Appendix 5 on p. 604) and Student B as the estate agent
(Appendix 6 on p. 605).
Communication Sell your house. Student A goes to Appendix 5 on page 604 and Student B goes to
Appendix 6 on page 605. Roleplay buying and selling a house or flat. (EFUI TB 62/5.b; EFUI SB
67/5.b).
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8. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE (1). Have something done.
After having seen the house, Lucy and Charles decide to buy it. They now consider when they
are going to decorate it. They also think of budgets. Look at the pictures. Charles says the first one
since he does not want to pay a firm of builders because it will increase the budget a lot. What is the
difference between the Charles’ sentence and the other sentence? Check with the rules. (EFUI TB
62/6; EFUI SB 68/6).

9. PRACTICE (1). Have something done.
While Charles is trying to persuade Lucy about the advantages of not paying a firm of
builders, Lucy receives a phone-call from her sister, Sally. This call will give Charles more than
one headache. Sally is very happy with the results of several changes and repairs that she and her
husband, Sam, have just made to their house. For that purpose, they had hired a firm of builders.
Lucy then prefers the option of paying professional people to be responsible for the decoration of
her and Charles’ house.
9.a. Look at the pictures and in pairs make six sentences to say what Sally and Sam have done.
Look at the pictures. In pairs make six sentences to say what the couple have done. Use these verbs.
(EFUI TB 62/Practice a; EFUI SB 68/Practice a)
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9.b. In five minutes, try to think of two more things you can have done at the following places:
(EFUI TB 62/Practice b; EFUI SB 68/Practice b)
hairdresser’s

drycleaner’s

garage

dressmaker

optician

9.c. Tell a partner one thing you’ve had done recently, and one thing you’re going to have done
soon. (EFUI TB 62/Practice c; EFUI SB 68/Practice c)
10. LISTEN BETTER. Listening for detail (1).
Lucy finishes talking to her sister. The next day Charles goes to pick her up at the school she
works. He’s got something to show her. A colleague from the radio has given him the ad of a British
newspaper which is doing research into men’s and women’s differences in decoration tastes. This
newspaper is looking for a real couple to be the subjects of their research.
10.a. Read the ad. What is the newspaper’s main idea? (EFUI TB 60/2.a (first part); EFUI SB
65/2.a (first part).

It might be easy to fall in love with someone, but falling in love with their taste? That’s another
thing. How long have you been waiting to throw away your partner’s awful old armchair and
replace it with a more modern one? We are looking for a couple to ask them to completely
redesign the living-room of their house. The selected couple will have a limited budget,
keeping only three pieces of furniture which they already have. Then we will ask a design
specialist to comment on their tastes. This specialist will offer to decorate the couple’s house in
the way they want for free. If you don’t want to miss this opportunity, call this number:
00875291.
10.b. Charles and Lucy agree to phone as they think it is a superb opportunity. The newspaper
selects them and Lucy and Charles start designing the living-room of their new house. This is the
result. Describe the two photos. Which room do you think was decorated by Charles? Which by
Lucy? Why? (EFUI TB 60/2.a (second part); EFUI SB 65/2.a (second part). The original text
above accompanying the photographs has been adapted so as to better fit in the
communicative stage. The adaptation has consisted in the addition of the three shaded
sentences and the change from past to future tenses).
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The newspaper phones Lucy and Charles to arrange an interview with both to ask them their
opinions about each other’s decoration.
10.c. Listen to their interviews. What do Lucy and Charles like/dislike? (EFUI TB 60/2.b; EFUI
SB 65/2.b).
10.d. Listen again for more details. Make notes. What are their general criticisms? (EFUI TB
60/2.c; EFUI SB 65/2.c).
10.e. Can you remember who said these things? What exactly were they talking about? Listen again
if necessary: (EFUI TB 60/2.d; EFUI SB 65/2.d).
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

It doesn’t go with the rest of the room.
It’s completely impractical.
I just don’t see the point of them.
They remind me of a dentist’s.
I wouldn’t have put them on the coffee table.
I would never have long ones.

11. GAME. PENNY LANE
Once the interview has finished, the journalist asks Lucy and Charles which day will be OK
for them to listen to the expert’s opinion. The couple answers following day in the afternoon. They
come back home. Early in the following morning, Lucy decides to drive to her sister’s to tell her
about the newspaper’s research. Look at the Penny Lane picture, which is Sally’s address. It is very
lively since it is Saturday morning.
Go to Appendix 7 on page 606. (EFUI TB 156).
12. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE (2). Nouns: countability and plural nouns
Lucy finally arrives and she and her sister start a conversation. Sally starts preparing some
breakfast for her Lucy and both talk about very different things: weather, holidays, Sally’s
decoration…
Do exercises 12.a, 12.b. and 12.c. in pairs. Then read the rules in exercise 12.d.
12.a. Look at the above two sentences and at the following sparse ones said by them. Are they right
(√) or wrong (X)? Use your instinct: (EFUI TB 61/3.a1; EFUI SB 66/3.a1. I have changed the
order of the sentences so that those which better match the communicative stage appear
at the beginning (1, 2, 3 here). For the purposes of conceptual coherence, I have also
slightly modified the wording of such sentences. The new ordering (expressed with the
numbers of the original sentences) is as follows: 7, 9, 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Would you like a chocolate, Lucy?
Yes, please. And I usually have two toasts for breakfast, Sally.
I love the furnitures in this room, Sally.
Your daughter has got a beautiful hair.
We had very good weather on our last holiday!
The news are good.
Nowadays, a lot of people has to travel a long way to work.
That jeans you’re wearing are filthy! Why don’t you get changed?
People have given me a lot of advices.
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12.b. What’s the difference between …? (EFUI TB 61/3.a2; EFUI SB 66/3.a2)
a job and work
iron and an iron
business and a business
12.c. What do these words have in common? (EFUI TB 61/3.a3; EFUI SB 66/3.a3)
trousers

clothes

arms (=guns)

police

12.d. Read the rules. Then cover them and explain the answers to 12.a.
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13. PRACTICE (2). Nouns: countability and plural nouns
Rhian, Sally’s daughter, appears in the living-room where her mother and aunt are chatting.
The girl starts talking to her aunt and tells her what she likes most at school. Sally turns on the TV
where a famous politician is giving a speech. The following are some of the sentences uttered by the
two women and the girl during this part of the conversation, which continues with the same topics
and other different ones too.
13.a. Cross out the wrong form. (EFUI TB 61/Practice c; EFUI SB 66/Practice c. Sentence
number 2 has been reworded so that is coherent regarding the facts depicted in previous
and present communicative stages).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

People today is/are very stressed.
Most of the furniture in your flat is/are very well kept.
The traffic was/were terrible this morning.
What do you do when people give/gives you clothes that doesn’t/don’t suit you?
We had a terrible holiday. All the accommodation was/were very good and the weather
was/were nice.
6. Why is/are the news always about politics? Politics is/are boring!
7. The police has/have just phoned about a robbery.
8. Mathematics is/are my favourite subject at school.

13.b. Complete with a/an or some the following sentences. (EFUI TB 61/Practice a; EFUI SB
66/Practice a)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I’m afraid the boss has got _____ bad news for you.
Can you lend me _____ jeans? Mine are dirty.
We’ve had _____ really bad weather recently.
Have you got _____ iron? I need to press my shirt.
We’ve got _____ luggage, _____ a really big suitcase.
Could you buy me _____ paper – the Guardian?
I’ve got _____ advice for you: don’t do it!
My brother’s given me _____ interesting information.
I’ve just bought _____ new furniture for my flat.
I’d like _____ glass of water, please.

13.c. In which of the sentences could you also use a piece of? (EFUI TB 61/Practice b; EFUI SB
66/Practice b)
13.d. Explain the difference between: (EFUI TB 61/Practice d; EFUI SB 66/Practice d).
1) glass /a glass
2) light / a light
3) paper / a paper
4) wood / a wood
5) chocolate / a chocolate
6) hair / a hair
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14. LISTEN BETTER. Listening for detail (2)
Lucy says goodbye to her sister and her family. She comes back home and goes with Charles
in the afternoon to the decoration expert’s meeting.
14.a. Listen to the designer’s comments. Which room does he prefer? Why? Do you agree? (EFUI
TB 61/2.e; EFUI SB 65/2.e)
14.b. Listen again for more detail. (EFUI TB 61/2.f; EFUI SB 65/2.f)
Charles should have…
a)
_________________________________________
b)
_________________________________________
c)
_________________________________________
Lucy should have…
a)
b)

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

14.c. The designer informs them that before starting giving them his advice on decoration, he wants
to ask them some questions to know their respective tastes even better. Talk to a partner. (EFUI TB
61/2.g; EFUI SB 65/2.g)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Do you think women have better taste than men?
Who takes decisions in your house about decorating?
What piece(s) of furniture are you especially fond of in your house?
Is there anything you really don’t like about…?
• Your own house
• Furniture and decoration in general in your country

15. GET IT RIGHT. Position
Lucy and Charles also tell the designer specific details of their new house and of their old
one. Are the prepositions they use to talk about these details the same (S) or different (D)? The
same (S) or different (D)? Explain the difference. (EFUI TB 62/5 (Get It Right); EFUI SB 67/5
(Get It Right). Original sentences 1 and 6 are the only ones which do not match the
communicative stage in a natural way; that is why they appear at the end here.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

There’s a lamp over/ on the table.
Our house is by/ near the park.
There’s a cupboard downstairs/ under the stairs.
The photo is on/ in the chest of drawers.
We’ve got a big picture above/over our bed.
There’s a bus opposite/ in front of my house.
There’s a bookcase beside/ behind the sofa.
Did I leave my glasses beside/ next to the TV?
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16. REMEMBER PHRASAL VERBS
Having listened to Lucy and Charles, the designer starts to tell them about which style of
decoration he thinks will be the most suitable for them and their new house. Complete the following
sparse sentences uttered by the design expert.
16.a. Complete the phrasal verbs from File 4 with the right particles of the phrasal verbs of file 4.
(Original sentence 2 does not match the communicative stage in a natural way; that is why
it appears at the end here. EFUI TB 63/Remember Phrasal Verbs a; EFUI SB
68/Remember Phrasal Verbs a)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The discomforts we put ___ ___ today are nothing compared to some from the past.
Today’s designers have run ___ ___ new ideas.
The sofa doesn’t go ___ the rest of the room.
Put ___ all those books and papers in that corner.
Nobody could get close enough to the women’s dresses to put the fire __.

16.b. In pairs, explain what the phrasal verbs mean.
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17. READ BETTER. Retelling what you have read
The designer then informs them that the first thing they have to consider before actually
thinking of the style of decoration is the organization of their house. ‘Feng shui’, of which he is a
practitioner, deals with this precisely. Lucy and Charles do not know anything about it. And you?
17.a. Do you know anything about the philosophy of feng shui, e.g., where it’s from, what it’s
about? (EFUI TB 62/4.a; EFUI SB 67/4.a)
17.b. After supplying them with a definition of feng shui, the designer gives Lucy and Charles a
short leaflet about how to put feng shui ideas into practice. In pairs, read and remember how you
can put feng shui ideas into practice. Student A reads about the living-room and student B about the
bedroom. Then cover the text. (EFUI TB 62/4.b; EFUI SB 67/4.b).
A tells B about:
arranging the furniture
light
bookcases
plants and flowers
mirrors
family harmony
finding a partner
being tidy

B tells A about:
where to put your bed
where not to put pictures/lights/mirrors
lighting
paintings
plants and TV
studying in your bedroom
being tidy

17.c. Read your partner’s text. Choose five new words/expressions from the whole text to learn.
(EFUI TB 62/4.c (first part); EFUI SB 67/4.c (first part))
18. MAKING CONVERSATION (2).
18.a. After reading the leaflet, the designer asks the couple whether they think feng- shui is sensible,
impractical, or ridiculous. Do you think feng shui is sensible, impractical, or ridiculous? (EFUI TB
62/4.c (second part); EFUI SB 67/4.c (second part).
18.b. Both Lucy and Charles coincide this time and love feng shui. So they ask the designer how to
adapt the ideas to their new house. The designer tells them that he firstly needs to know if their old
house has good or bad feng shui. In this way they will know what to do or not to do in their new
house. After this step, the couple will go to a furniture shop to choose the decoration with the design
expert. Draw a diagram of your bedroom and of your living-room. Use the diagram to explain to a
partner what the rooms are like. Decide between you if they reflect feng shui in a correct way. If
not, think what changes you could do to your rooms to have good feng shui. (EFUI TB 62/5.a;
EFUI SB 67/5.a)
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Appendix 5
Communication Sell your house. Student A.
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Appendix 6
Communication Sell your house. Student B.
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Appendix 7
Penny Lane.
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File 5A. Animals or people?
Present perfect simple / continuous
Animals and conservation
1. VOCABULARY BUILDER. ANIMALS AND CONSERVATION (1)
Animals
Julie is a Biology student who has just finished her exams. She is very concerned with the
protection of the environment, especially animals. She does not agree with the treatment of some
people of their city to animals. She wants to complain to the local newspaper by writing a welldocumented letter. But she feels that in order to do so she needs information from an expert. To
celebrate the end of the exams, she and her boyfriend, Mark, have gone to the zoo, one of the best in
the country. There are lots of animals of different species, both wild and domesticated.
1.a. Put the animals they see in the chart according to the specie to which they belong. Underline the
stress (EFUI TB 64-65/2.b, EFUI SB 72/2.b.; 137/Animals (a)).

1.b. Add two animals to each column. (EFUI TB 65/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.; 137/Animals (b))
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Baby animals
1.c. Some of the animals they see have babies too! Match each animal with its baby. (EFUI TB
65/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.; 137/Baby animals (a))

1.d. Look at the phonetics. Practise saying the words. (EFUI TB 65/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.;
137/Baby animals (b))
Animal parts. For each animal kept in the zoo there is a small sign directed to children. These signs
contain a brief explanation of the physical traits of the animals.
1.e. Complete the explanation of the parts of the body of these two animals. Label the pictures with
words from the list (EFUI TB 65/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.; 137/Animal parts (a))

1.f. Practise saying the words. (EFUI TB 65/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.; 137/Animal parts (b))
Animal idioms. After watching all the animals, the zoo offers the possibility of attending a
workshop. It is run by a biologist called James. Julie and Mark decide to go. James tells all the
people present that the workshop is aimed at awakening their consciousness of the following
aspects: The fact that animals deserve a fair treatment by humans and the need of a well kept and
cared environment. The beginning of the workshop consists of two simple warm-ups. The objective
of the first one is to make the audience reflect about the importance of animals in men’s lives. One
of the aspects where this importance is depicted is language. Several questions with animal idioms
are offered as examples of this truth.
1.g. Explain them, and ask each other the questions. (EFUI TB 65/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.;
137/Animal idioms)
a) Is there a black sheep in your family?
b) Do cars stop at zebra-crossings in your country?
c) Do people in your country have hen parties and stag parties?
d) Which is faster, e-mail or snail-mail?
e) What’s the difference between pig-headed and big-headed?
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2. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The group is then shown two cartoons by a famous designer. The setting of each one is very
different. These two cartoons are used to make the audience conscious of the two possible situations
undergone by animals when man is in control of them. Look at the cartoon and explain what’s
happening. Which cartoon do you like best? (EFUI TB 64/2.a; EFUI SB 72/2.a)
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3. ANIMAL QUIZ
In small groups, write ten quiz questions. The answers or questions must use words/expressions
from the Vocabulary Builder (1) on pages 607-608. Ask your questions to other groups. (EFUI TB
65/2.c; EFUI SB 72/2.c).
 Can you name (a bird which has wings and feathers but can’t fly)?
 What do you call (the insect which bites you in the summer)?
 What’s the difference between (a cat and a kitten)?
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4. READ BETTER. Using topic sentences to understand a text
After these warm-ups, there arrives the main part of the workshop. James tells the audience
that they are going to read an interactive documentary on a very special chimpanzee: Panabisha.
They are requested to think about this type of animal first. Have a look at the questions that were
used to this end:
4.a. Have you seen chimpanzees in a zoo or in the wild? How ‘human’ do you think they are? In
pairs, mark the following sentences Y (yes), N (no) or ? (don’t know) (EFUI TB 64/1.a; EFUI SB
70/1.a)
1. they can think
2. they can smile
3. they can write
4. they can speak
5. they have souls
6. they can express emotion
7. they can use sign language
8. they can understand humans
9. they understand time

4.b. The documentary starts with a Power Point slide which contains a picture of Panabisha and a
short text next to it. With this introduction the group learns why Panabisha is so special and
unusual. Quickly read the introduction to a text about Panabisha. Why is Panabisha unusual? (EFUI
TB 64/1.b; EFUI SB 70/1.b)
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In a well-written text the first sentence of each paragraph (called the ‘topic
sentence’) often summarizes what the paragraph is going to be about. Focusing on
these sentences will help you understand what comes next.
4.c. Following this shocking introduction, James gives out a handout with the documentary where
Panabisha’s miraculous story is explained. In pairs, look at the following ‘topic sentences’ A-F
below. Imagine what the rest of the paragraph will be about. (EFUI TB 64/1.c; EFUI SB 70/1.c):
A) Humans have been trying for years to find ways of communication with apes.
B) Now Professor Rumbaugh has been given a US government grant for a project to see if apes
can really learn to speak.
C) Panabisha has gone further than just learning to speak.
D) Some scientists believe that the discoveries in Atlanta demand a fundamental change in our
attitude to our closest animal relatives.
E) Panabisha’s linguistic skills are impressive.
F) Researchers at the language research centre of Georgia State University in Alabama have, for
the first time, taught an ape how to ‘speak’ to humans.
4.d. Now read the whole text of the documentary. Do it paragraph by paragraph. Complete with the
topic sentences above (EFUI TB 64/1.d; EFUI SB 70/1.d)
4.e. Read the text of the documentary again carefully, focusing on the highlighted words and
phrases. In pairs, guess their meaning from the context. Be ready to explain them to the class in
simpler words. What other words are new for you? (EFUI TB 64/1.e; EFUI SB 71/1.e)
4.f. James asks the group if they have liked the documentary and whether their initial impressions
about what chimpanzees can do are the same as those claimed in the documentary. Look back at
4.a. According to the text, what can chimpanzees do? (EFUI TB 65/1.f; EFUI SB 71/1.f)
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5. CHECK WHAT YOU KNOW. The present perfect
5.a. After reading the documentary, James leaves some minutes to the audience so that they can
comment on it and take note of some of the most important facts. Here are some of the sentences
uttered by Julia’s and Mark’s group. Say which one is the correct version in each pair and explain
why.
The same or different? Explain why:
(EFUI TB 65/3.a; EFUI SB 72/3.a. I have very slightly modified the wording of the
sentences so that they fit in a more natural way with this and the previous communicative
phases. The ordering and targeted structural points of the sentences are exactly the same
as in the original).
1. a) Humans have been trying for years to find ways of communicating with apes.
b) Humans tried for years to find ways of communicating with apes.
2. a) She taught an ape to speak last year.
b) She has taught an ape to speak.
3. a) How long was Professor Rumbaugh doing research?
b) How long has Professor Rumbaugh been doing research?
4. a) Professor Rumbaugh has been to the States.
b) Professor Rumbaugh has gone to the States.
5.b. There is a now break in the workshop. Julie meets a friend of her mother’s (Anne) in the
cafeteria next to the room where the workshop is being held. Anne is a vet. They hadn’t seen each
other for a long time, so they start chatting. The following are some sparse sentences of their
conversation. Right or wrong? Correct the wrong ones: (EFUI TB 65/3.b; EFUI SB 72/3.b. The
order and structural point of the sentences are exactly the same as the original ones. The
wording has been slightly varied in sentences 3, 8, 9 and 10 so that they all fit in better
with the topic of this communicative stage).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I am here since January.
We’ve travelled a lot this year.
My sister has learning French since she was a child so she’s fluent.
How long do you two know each other?
We got married when we have been living in Ireland.
Have you finished university yet?
They’ve been sharing a flat together since two months.
We don’t read a good animal documentary for ages.
It’s the best animal documentary I’ve read.
I have already spoken to your mother about it.
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6. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Julie and Ann come back to the workshop. James informs the people that he’s going to give
out a simple questionnaire on animals. A question from the documentary itself is included too. If
they fill in this questionnaire, they will enter in the draw to meet Professor Rumbaugh in person.
Further, they will be able to participate in a debate with her about the conservation and protection
of animals.
In pairs, answer the questions below. (EFUI SB/65/2.d; EFUI SB/72/2.d. The second question
in 1.f. has been included as the first one here).
 After having seen the documentary, do you think that apes should be given human rights?
 Which wild animal(s)…?
• are you most afraid of
• do you think are most ‘human’





Are you afraid of insects? Which ones? Why?
If you could be an animal, which would you choose to be? Why?
Have you got any pets? How long have you had them for?
What animal do you think makes the best pet…?
• for children
• for old people
• for working adults
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7. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE. Present perfect simple or continuous?
7.a. Julie and Mark fill in the questionnaire. Julie realises it got a bit late for dinner and runs back
home. When she knocks the door, her mother opens it and exclaims:
1. Hi! You look hot! Have you run?/ Have you been running?
Is it right or wrong? Use your instinct. Underline the right form. Do the same with the following
sentences. If you think both are possible tick (√) the sentence. (EFUI TB 65/4.a; EFUI SB 73/4.a.
Same sentences as in the EFUI SB. Original sentence no. 8 appears as the first one here)
2. I’ve written / I’ve been writing letters all morning.
3. I’ve written / I’ve been writing seven letters.
4. I think he’s broken / he’s been breaking his leg.
5. How long have you lived / have you been living here?
6. How long have you known / have you been knowing each other?
7. We’ve painted / We’ve been painting the house.
8. How many films has he made / has he been making this year?
7.b. Read the rules. Then look at sentences 1 to 8 again. Explain why one or both forms are right.
(EFUI TB 65/4.b; EFUI SB 73/4.b)
8. PRACTICE. Present perfect simple or continuous?
Julie and her parents sit at the table. Look at the following sentences. 1-10 were said by the
family while they were having dinner. Complete the sentences using the present perfect simple or
continuous. (EFUI TB 65/Practice; EFUI SB 73/Practice. The original order of the sentences
has been changed in such a way that those which appear to fit in a conversation between
a daughter and her parents at the time of having dinner have been placed at the beginning
(sentences 1-10 here). The new distribution is as follows: 2, 3, 12, 5, 9, 11, 10, 6, 1, 7, 4,
8. Besides, new sentences 7 and 8 have been very slightly modified so that they could be
inserted in this conversation in a more natural way).
1 Phone Ally urgently. She _______________ to speak to you all morning. (try).
2 We ________________ all day but we _________________ everything we need. (shop, not
buy).
3 We ________________ a holiday for ages. We ________________ too hard. (not have, work).
4 A How long _____________ Vicky _______________ with Tim? (go out).
B About two months. Do you like him?
A Yes. I _______________ him four or five times and he seems OK. (meet).
5 They _________________ for months but they _________________ a flat to rent yet. (look, not
find).
6 They _________________ each other for years but they _______________ a serious argument.
(know, never have).
7 Uncle Tom ______________ all over the world and he says that Sri Lanka is the most beautiful
place he ______________ to. (travel, be).
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8 Granny ______________ in the same house all her life. (live).
9 I ______________ tennis three times this week. (play).
10 A How long ____________ you ____________ French? (learn)
B Since Christmas, but I ______________ much. I keep missing classes. (not learn).
11 The service in this restaurant is terrible. We ________________ half an hour. (wait).
12 A Your hands are filthy! What ______________ you ____________ ? (do).
B I ____________ the brakes on my car. They weren’t working properly. (repair).

9. BETTER PRONUNCIATION. Saying phrases more fluently: strong and weak syllables.
Remember that the ‘music’ of English comes from its rhythm and intonation. This depends
a lot on the mixture of ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ syllables in a sentence. Getting this right will
make you sound more fluent.
Pay attention to six other sentences that appeared in the conversation between Julie and her
parents.
9.a. T5.1 Listen and write six sentences. (EFUI TB 66/Better Pronunciation a; EFUI SB
73/Better Pronunciation a).
9.b. Listen again. Underline the stressed words. How are have and has pronounced? Practise saying
them quite quickly with good rhythm and intonation. (EFUI TB 66/Better Pronunciation b; EFUI
SB 73/Better Pronunciation b).
9.c. Communication What does it mean? Student A goes to Appendix 8 (page 622) and Student B
to Appendix 9 (page 623). Explain your words and numbers. (EFUI TB 66/Better Pronunciation
c; EFUI SB 73/Better Pronunciation c).
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10. VOCABULARY BUILDER. ANIMALS AND CONSERVATION (2).
Conservation and protection of animals
The following day Mark phones Julie to tell her that James has contacted him to inform him
that both have been selected to participate in the debate with Professor Rumbaugh. It will take
place the following week. The day arrives and the couple goes to the zoo again. After the researcher
has introduced herself, she gives out a questionnaire to all the participants. It deals with how
animals are treated in their countries. Not all of them are North-American as Professor Rumbaugh,
and that’s why she’s very interested in knowing the situation of each of these countries. With this
questionnaire the participants will be able to reflect on the topics that will be exploited in the
following talk.
10.a. Look at the words in bold. What do they mean? How do you pronounce them? Underline the
stress. (EFUI TB 66/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.; 137/B a).
10.b. Answer the questions. (EFUI TB 66/2.b; EFUI SB 72/2.b.; 137/B b).
How are animals treated in your country?
1. Are there organizations that protect animals and the environment? Do you belong to one?
2. Are there any species that are in danger of extinction? Which ones?
3. Are there any national parks, safari parks, and conservation areas? Do you visit them?
4. Is there a zoo in your town? What are the conditions like? Do you think animals should be
kept in cages?
5. Do people hunt wild animals and birds? Do you ever go hunting?
6. Are animals treated cruelly in national or regional celebrations? How?
7. Are animals used in medical experiments? Which animals? Why?
8. Which animals are kept as pets? Which is the most popular? Do people treat their pets well?
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11. MAKING CONVERSATION
GET IT RIGHT. Preparing before you speak
If you know in advance that you’re going to be talking about a topic, thinking about what
you’re going to say beforehand will help you to speak more confidently and fluently. Try
to think of (or look up in a dictionary) words and phrases that you will need.
Next, Professor Rumbaugh exposes the following topics and all the participants engage in a
very fruitful debate.
11.a. You are going to debate four topics connected with animals. First read the topics and decide if
you are ‘for’ or ‘against’. If you are ‘for’, make notes giving your reasons in the FOR column, and
vice versa. (EFUI TB 67/6.a; EFUI SB 74/6.a).
1. Should animals be killed for food?
FOR killing animals

AGAINST killing animals
Animals have the right to live. We should all
become vegetarians.

2. Should animals be used in medical experiments?
FOR using animals

AGAINST using animals

3. Should dogs be banned in cities (as in some cities in Iceland)?
FOR banning dogs
AGAINST banning dogs
4. Should hunting as a sport be made illegal?
FOR hunting

AGAINST hunting

11.b. Form debating groups of four. Take turns to open each debate. (EFUI TB 67/6.b; EFUI SB
74/6.b).
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12. WRITE BETTER. An opinion composition
Julie finds this experience unforgettable. She has been able to talk about animals and what
worries her about them (their conservation and protection) with a reputable specialist. Now she has
lots of ideas from the debate to write a letter to the local newspaper in the defence of animals. Back
home, she immediately starts drafting it.
12.a. Look at Writing Bank 6 An opinion composition. (EFUI TB 67/7.a; EFUI SB 74/7.a; 144
Writing Bank 6 An opinion composition).

12.b. Plan your composition. Choose one of the four questions above. Decide if you are ‘for’ or
‘against’ (e.g. hunting). List three reasons why. Remember that you don’t necessarily need to share
Julie’s stance! (EFUI TB 67/7.b; EFUI SB 74/7.b).
12.c. Write the composition in 100-150 words. Check it for mistakes before you give it in. (EFUI
TB 67/7.c; EFUI SB 74/7.c)
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APPENDIX 8
Communication. What does it mean? Student A.
a) In one minute write down on a piece of paper as much of the following information as possible.
Then swap papers with B.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

the name of your old friend
the name of the film you’ve seen most times
your door number
a sport or hobby you really like
your favourite possession
the name of a pet you have
the name of the place where you have your hair cut

b) Ask B to explain what the first word(s) he/she has written refers to. Then ask a question in the
present perfect simple or continuous beginning:
How long have you…? or How many times have you…?
Continue the conversation for at least one minute.
c) B will ask you to explain the first word on your list. Continue until you’ve explained all the
words/numbers.
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APPENDIX 9
Communication. What does it mean? Student B.
a) In one minute write down on a piece of paper as much of the following information as possible.
Then swap papers with A.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

your favourite book
the school where you are studying English
something you do in your free time to relax
your favourite restaurant
the most expensive thing in your wardrobe
the most beautiful city you’ve ever been to
the make of your/your family’s car

b) Ask A to explain what the first word(s) he/she has written refers to. Then ask a question in the
present perfect simple or continuous beginning:
How long have you…? or How many times have you…?
Continue the conversation for at least one minute.
c) A will ask you to explain the first word on your list. Continue until you’ve explained all the
words/numbers.
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File 6A. Caught in the act
Gerunds and infinitives
Verbs + gerund or infinitive
Crime and punishment
1. LISTEN BETTER. Deciphering unknown words
A group of Spanish police officers who are studying a master in Criminology have gone to the
UK to learn about the day-by-day practices of their British colleagues within a European Union
funded programme. This programme is aimed at increasing and improving the collaboration among
the different police systems of the Union. It includes both practical and theoretical lessons. In the
first ones, the foreign police officers learn their counterparts’ daily routine; in the second ones,
they receive lessons on criminology and the law system of the host country. The final day of the
programme consists of a debate where there is an exchange of impressions between the British and
the Spanish police officers about certain topics related to crime and courts in both countries.
This is the first day of the programme for the Spanish police officers in the UK. Daniel, one of
the Spaniards, is going by bus to the police station where the course takes place. He can speak
English very well. The radio is on and a programme called “Crimebusters” is being broadcasted.
1.a. Look at the photo. Why do you think the man went to jail because of it? (EFUI TB 78/3.a;
EFUI SB 87/3.a).

1.b. Listen to part of this radio programme. (EFUI TB 78/3.b; EFUI SB 87/3.b).
1. What was the crime?
2. How was the criminal caught?
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1.c. Listen again. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). (EFUI TB 78/3.c; EFUI SB 87/3.c).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Matt’s car was stolen while he was at dinner with his friends.
The car was found quite a long time after being stolen.
The police were not very confident of catching the thief.
The car had been slightly damaged.
The radio had been stolen.
Matt’s camera was not very valuable.
When Matt got his photos back, there were some he didn’t recognize.
The police knew who the man in the photo was.
Lee and his girlfriend had taken pictures of each other in the car.
The police think Lee can’t be a very intelligent man.

1.d. An old couple is sitting close to Daniel. They are a bit deaf, and cannot always distinguish
everything said on the radio. Daniel helps them and repeats the words that they haven’t heard well.
Listen to the extracts from the programme. Focus on the missing word. What does it sound like?
What do you think it means? (EFUI TB 79/3.d; EFUI SB 87/3.d).
When you listen you have to guess the meaning of new words from the context, just as
you do when you read. Of course this is much more difficult because you only hear the
word once and you do not see how it is written. Try to visualize words you think you
hear, and guess their meaning.
1. It had been just, you know, _______________ at the side of the road, a couple of miles
away.
2. The thief had crashed it and the black light was _______________.
3. A week later I finished the film and sent it off to be _______________.
4. When I looked at them a bit more carefully I saw that the _______________ was in my car.
5. He even posed with the _______________ he’d used to break into the car.
1.e. Listen again. Try to write the words. (EFUI TB 79/3.e; EFUI SB 87/3.e).
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2. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE. Forget to do, forget doing
Daniel finally arrives at the police station, where the rest of his Spanish colleagues are
already there. While they are waiting for the superintendent in charge of them, Daniel relates to the
others the “amazing” piece of news he heard on the radio.
2.a. Look at one sentence used by Daniel and another one uttered by a police officer who misses his
children very much. Look at the pairs of sentences. What is the difference in meaning between the
phrases in bold? What is the difference in meaning between the phrases in bold? Consider the rest
of pair of sentences, which belong to parts of the conversation among the group: (EFUI TB 79/5.a;
EFUI SB 88/5.a)
1. a) Matt forgot to take his camera out of the car.
b) I’ll never forget taking my son to school for the first time.
2. a) I tried to change the wheel, but I couldn’t. That’s why I almost arrive late today!
b) I don’t know why my radio isn’t working. I tried changing the batteries, but
they’re OK.
3. a) I definitely remember closing the window.
b) Remember to close the windows before you leave!
4. a) My shoes need cleaning. They’re filthy.
b) I need to clean my shoes. They’re filthy.
2.b. Match sentences 1-4 to a rule. Write a or b in the box. (EFUI TB 79/5.b; EFUI SB 88/5.b)
Some verbs can be followed by either a gerund or an infinitive.
With a few of them the meaning is exactly the same (e.g. start/begin, continue). With the
four verbs below the meaning changes.
forget
+ infinitive = You forgot. You didn’t do something.
+ gerund = You did something. You (won’t) forget it.
! forget + gerund is usually used in the negative.
remember
+ infinitive = You remember something. Then you do it.
+ gerund = You did something. Later you remember it.
try
+ infinitive = You make an effort to do something hard.
+ gerund = You experiment with something.
need
+ infinitive = You have to/ should do something.
+ gerund = Something has to/ should be done.
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3. PRACTICE (1). Forget to do, forget doing
Complete with a verb from the chart in the gerund or infinitive. (EFUI TB 80/Practice a; EFUI
SB 88/Practice a).
change
take
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

finish
turn off

get

meet

see

send

I don’t _______________ remember his wife. Do you?
Do we need _______________anything? I’m going to the shops.
Have you tried _______________ paracetamol for your headaches?
I’ll never forget _______________ Venice for the first time.
Please remember _______________ the lights before you leave.
Could you take the car to the garage? The oil needs_______________.
I tried _______________ A Brief History of Time but I couldn’t.
If you go to Paris, don’t forget ________________ me a postcard.
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4. VOCABULARY BUILDER. CRIME AND PUNISHMENT (1)
Courts and punishment
Michael, the superintendent responsible for the Spanish group, has just arrived. He’s going
to give them a brief theory class. The topic is UK court system and its comparison against the
Spanish one.
4.a. With the words of the list below, complete what Michael told the Spaniards. Complete the text
with words from the list. (EFUI TB 77/1.b; EFUI SB 86/1.b; 138/Courts and punishment (a)).

4.b. What do the words in bold mean? Underline the stress. Michael then asks them if the legal
system is the same in their country. What would you answer? Is the legal system the same in your
country? (EFUI TB 77/1.b; EFUI SB 86/1.b; 138/Courts and punishment/b).
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Crimes and criminals
After this lesson, Michael takes the Spanish group to the room where he usually meets his
subordinates. In that place he reviews the crimes committed everyday and assigns each case to
different teams. The following are definitions of the cases mentioned.
4.c. What are the crimes described? Match the definitions A-L with the crime below: (EFUI TB
77/1.b; EFUI SB 86/1.b; 138/Crimes and criminals (a)).
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Force a person to give you money, usually by threatening to expose a secret
Take sb away and demand money for their return
Take control of a plane, usually for political reasons
Take things in or out of a country illegally
Sell illegal substances, e.g. heroin
Have sex with a person against their will
Damage public property for no reason
Pay money to sb (e.g. an official) for a favour
Take sth (e.g. a car) without the owner’s permission
Kill a famous or important person for money or for political reasons
Kill a person illegally and intentionally
Use violent action for political purposes

4.d. Which crime is not stressed on the first syllable? Underline the stress on the other words.
Practise saying the words. (EFUI TB 77/1.b; EFUI SB 86/1.b; 138/Crimes and criminals (b)).
4.e. Cover the chart. Look at definitions A-L. Remember the words for each crime. (EFUI TB
77/1.b; EFUI SB 86/1.b; Crimes and criminals (c)).
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5. CRIME QUIZ
Test your memory with this quiz. Do it in pairs: (EFUI SB 77/1.c; EFUI TB 77/1.c. Only the first
question)
Explain the difference between…
1. to kidnap and to hijack
2. a murder and an assassination
3. a drug dealer and a smuggler
4. bribery and blackmail
5. a thief, a burglar, a robber and a shoplifter
6. PRACTICE (2). Forget to do, forget doing
After this session the superintendent tells the Spaniards that they are going to learn about a
special task performed inside the police station. Michael leads them to another room where some of
his colleagues carry out a phone-service for citizens. It consists of counselling them about
everything they want to know regarding security measures, the state of roads and motorways,
weather conditions, etc. One of these police officers is responding to a man who has phoned to ask
what he should do before going on holiday to prevent thieves from getting in his house. Think about
two things that this man could have received as an answer: (EFUI TB 80/Practice b; EFUI SB
88/Practice b. The last item in the original textbook appears as the first one here owing to
topic coherence purposes with this communicative stage).
“Sir, you shouldn’t forget to do X/Y before you go on holiday”
Tell a partner two things that:
a) You shouldn’t forget before you go on holiday.
b) You always try to remember before you go to bed.
c) You’ll never forget seeing.
d) Need doing everyday in the house.
e) You’ve tried to learn to do but couldn’t.
f) You can try doing if your car won’t start.
g) You need to do before you get married.
h) You remember doing on your first day at school.

7. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Michael then asks for volunteers to go patrolling with him. Daniel himself offers and they get
in the Michael’s car. Daniel is very curious about the security of the British city where the
programme is being held. He also wants to learn about the most common crimes recently committed
in the local area. Daniel asks Michael the following questions. Think about your own city or town
and answer them. (EFUI TB 77/1.c; EFUI SB 86/1.c (second and third questions)).
a) “Are there any areas or times of day in your city when you should be on your guard against…?
Car thieves
pickpockets
drug dealers
b) Which of these crimes have been in the news recently? What happened?
Murder kidnapping
hijacking
robbery
Blackmail
terrorism
bribery
any others
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8. CHECK WHAT YOU KNOW. Gerunds and infinitives
Daniel’s questions make Michael remember well-known criminals and rogues of the city, as
well as anecdotes that had happened to some of his younger inexperienced police officers. Daniel
also tells him about certain basic security measures that people are strongly recommended to take
in his city in Spain. Before finding out about their conversation, look at 8.a. and 8.b.:
When one verb follows another, the first verb determines the form of the second. This is
either the gerund (verb + -ing) or the infinitive (with or without to).
8.a. What’s the form of the second verb? In pairs, put them in the right column. (EFUI TB 78/2.a;
EFUI SB 86/2.a).
avoid
expect
let (me)
(don’t) mind
promise
want
_____ to go

be able
fancy
love
miss
refuse
would like

can
hate
make (me)
must
seem

choose
decide
keep on (=continue)
manage
may
need
plan
should
stop

_____ go

enjoy
imagine
might
practise
tend

_____ going
avoid
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8.b. In pairs, take turns to test each other. Make sentences when testing if this helps you remember
the correct forms. (EFUI TB 78/2.b; EFUI SB 86/2.b).
Remember there are other times when you need to know whether to use a gerund or the
infinitive (+ to).
8.c. Now look at some extracts of Michael and Daniel’s conversation, which contain other verbs
which are followed by a gerund or an infinitive (+to). Put the verbs in the right form (… -ing or
to…): (EFUI TB 78/2.c; EFUI SB 86/2.c)
1. __________ on your own can be dangerous late at night. (walk)
2. He can’ afford __________ the fine. (pay)
3. After __________ in prison for 20 years he found it very hard to get used to __________ in
the real world. (be, live)
4. The police accused him of __________ at a red light. (not stop)
5. When he realized that his wallet had been stolen he didn’t know where __________ . (go)
6. It’s definitely worth __________ your bike. (insure)
7. It’s important __________ your doors and windows before you go on holiday. (lock)
8. Psychologists think that __________ violent videos makes some children become interested
in __________ crimes. (watch, commit)
9. When I saw the burglar I didn’t __________ first. (do)
10. He’s looking forward to __________ out of prison. (come)
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9. WRITE BETTER. Punctuation
9.a. Look at Writing Bank Checking C (EFUI TB 79/4.a; EFUI SB 87/4.a; 141/Writing Bank
Checking C)

9.2. Michael and Daniel suddenly receive the call of a robbery in an Italian restaurant in
Cavendish Street. They rush to this place. Michael interrogates a witness. Here is the witness
report. In pairs, correctly punctuate the following witness report of a crime. (EFUI TB 79/4.b;
EFUI SB 87/4.b)

on tuesday may 24th i left work at about 6.15 on my way home i was walking down cavendish street when i
saw a young man running out of the italian restaurant on the corner the man who looked about twenty was
wearing jeans a black leather jacket and trainers he was carrying a plastic bag and he ran towards a motorbike
which was parked on the corner another man ran after him shouting stop thief but he couldn’t catch him i only
saw him for a few seconds but if i saw him again i think id recognize him
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10. BETTER PRONUNCIATION. Predicting pronunciation from spelling: ough/ augh
It can be difficult to know how to pronounce words with ough and augh because there are
several different possibilities. Use your dictionary if you’re not sure of the pronunciation.
Try to memorize the pronunciation of common ough and augh words.
Here you have some words uttered by the two witnesses.
10.a. Look at these common words. How do you pronounce them? Put them under the right vowelsound picture. They always rhyme with the words in the column. (EFUI TB 81/Better
Pronunciation a; EFUI SB 90/Better Pronunciation a)
although
bought
caught
cough
daughter
enough
laugh
naughty
nought
rough
taught
though
through
tough

10.b. Check with your dictionary or with the teacher. Listen and practise saying the words. Which is
the most common pronunciation? (EFUI TB 81/Better Pronunciation b; EFUI SB 90/Better
Pronunciation b)
10.c. Learn these sentences as memory aids to help you remember the pronunciation. (EFUI TB 81/
Better Pronunciation c; EFUI SB 90/Better Pronunciation c)
1. I’m feeling blue because we’re through.
2. Have we got enough stuff?
3. Don’t laugh at my scarf!
4. Although I said no, I’ll go.
5. I had a cough, so I had the day off.
6. I bought my daughter some shorts.
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11. GAME. Are You A Good Witness?
Daniel also interrogates another witness. She was standing on the other side of the road and
managed to see the robbers. The Spanish police officer asks her several specific questions. Look at
the picture carefully for 30 seconds. Close your book and answer your teacher’s questions (the
questions formulated by Daniel). Were you a good witness? (EFUI TB/77/1.a; EFUI SB 86/1.a).

12. VOCABULARY BUILDER. CRIMES AND PUNISHMENT (2).
Verbs connected with crime
With the description of the thieves supplied by the two witnesses, Michael and Daniel start
searching the streets for them. They find one of them in a supermarket near his house, but are not
able to catch the other one. While the first thief is being arrested, the thief’s brother comes shouting
at the police officers. He threatens to kill them for having arrested his sibling. After several months,
the two men are taken to court to be judged. As Daniel had already returned to Spain, Michael
sends him a letter telling Daniel about what finally happened with these two robbers. In his letter,
Michael talks about Jim, the man who had stolen from the Italian restaurant. Daniel tells Jim’s
story to his wife, Victoria.
12.a. Number the sentences that Daniel told Victoria in a logical order. Number the sentences in a
logical order. (EFUI TB 80/6.a; EFUI SB 88/6.a.; 138/Verbs connected with crime (a)).
a) He was convicted and sent to prison.
b) The police investigated the case.
c) He didn’t have an alibi.
d) Jim was arrested.
e) Jim committed a crime.
f) He went to court.
g) He didn’t get away with the crime.
h) They found some clues.
i) He was accused of shoplifting.
12.b. Compare with a partner. (EFUI TB 80/6.a; EFUI SB 88/6.a.; 138/Verbs connected with
crime (b)).
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13. READ BETTER. Comparing different newspapers styles
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Michael had also included two articles from different newspapers in the letter. These articles
reported Jim’s brother’s trial (who had threatened Michael and Daniel). Daniel shows them to
Victoria, who has become intrigued after her husband told her about Jim. She can also speak
English perfectly, so they agree on reading one article each and telling the other one exactly what
had happened.
13.a. You are going to read two articles about the same event from different newspapers. In pairs, A
reads article 1 and B article 2. Don’t worry about new words. Then talk to your partner. Decide
exactly what happened. (EFUI TB 80/6.b; EFUI SB 88/6.b)
13.b. Now quickly read each other’s article with the glossary. Then in pairs answer the questions
below, writing short notes. Say in which article you found the information. Write 1, 2, or B (both).
(EFUI TB 80/6.c; EFUI SB 89/6.c)
Which article?
1. Where was Mr Rachid from?
__________________________________________________________
2. How old was he?
__________________________________________________________
3. What did he do for a living?
__________________________________________________________
4. What was he accused of?
__________________________________________________________
5. What was the atmosphere like before the jury gave the verdict?
__________________________________________________________
6. What was the jury’s real verdict?
__________________________________________________________
7. Why did the judge sentence him?
__________________________________________________________
8. What was the sentence?
__________________________________________________________
9. What is the maximum sentence for this crime?
__________________________________________________________
10. How did Mr Rachid feel when he heard the verdict?
__________________________________________________________
11. Why was Mr Rachid brought back to the court?
__________________________________________________________
12. How did Mr Rachid feel when the judge told him he was free?
__________________________________________________________
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13.c. Look at the highlighted words. Guess their meaning from the context. Then match to the
meanings. (EFUI TB 80/6.d; EFUI SB 89/6.d)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

changed into ___________________________
irritation, uncomfortable feeling in the body ___________________________
made impossible to hear because of a noise ____________________________
pleased because your fear or worry has been taken away _______________________
confused _____________________________
a warning that sb may hurt/kill you if you don’t do what he/she wants
_______________________

13.d. Daniel and Victoria have noticed that the articles are from two different kinds of newspaper,
since they differ in style and treatment of the item of news. Which article is more dramatic, and has
more about atmosphere and feelings? Which do you think is from a tabloid, and which is from a
more serious newspaper? (EFUI TB 80/6.e; EFUI SB 89/6.e)
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14. MAKING CONVERSATION
Coming back to the period where Daniel was in England, the programme reaches its end and
the Spanish police officers have to come back to Spain. They all have found their stay in the UK
very useful, and have learned a lot in their street patrols and the work carried out at the police
station. On the final day, both British and Spanish police officers engage in a debate about several
topics related to crime and court. Each party offers their views in accordance with what the rules
are in their countries. They also comment on the citizens’ feelings about these subjects, which they
know thanks to several surveys performed in Spain and the UK. The result of these contrastive
views is a fruitful exchange of ideas.
14.a. GET IT RIGHT. Making your point
Complete the expressions for giving your opinion and agreeing/disagreeing. Try to use them in the
discussions. (EFUI TB 81/7 (Get It Right); EFUI SB 90/7 (Get It Right)).
ask

completely

opinion

In my _______________ …
_______________ I think …
If you _______________ me …

personally

point

quite

I _______________ disagree…
I _______________ agree …
I agree with you up to a _______________ …

14.b. Look at the six topics below. Decide what your opinion is on each issue. Make a few notes to
back up your opinion. Use the Vocabulary Builder CRIME AND PUNISHMENT on pages 628,
629 and 635 to help you. (EFUI TB 81/7.a; EFUI SB 90/7.a)

14.c. Work in groups of three or four. Your teacher will call out a number from 1 to 6. Each person
must give their opinion for that question. Keep discussing the topic until the next number is called
out. (EFUI TB 81/7.b; EFUI SB 90/7.b)
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File 6B. Economical with the truth
Reported speech
Truth and lies, reporting verbs
1. VOCABULARY. Truth and lies
Daniel and Victoria’s daughter, Irene, wants to become a private detective and a secret
agent. Her parents tell Michael, the superintendent in File 6A (do you remember him? He was in
charge of the Spanish police-officers who went to England following the European Union exchange
programme for the improvement of the collaboration among the police systems). Michael informs
Daniel that high quality courses are being currently run in his police station to achieve Irene’s
professional aspirations. Michael himself is the co-director together with a professional private
detective with a very good reputation: Tom Slaughter. However, a very hard entrance exam is
required. It consists of an oral test which simulates a real-life situation. Candidates have to lie in a
credible manner so as to gain confidence from their interlocutor and in this way obtain specific
items of information from him/her. They also have to detect their interlocutor’s lies. There are short
intensive courses run by both Michael and Tom too aimed at preparing candidates to pass this
exam. Daniel and Victoria tell Irene about these courses and Irene immediately becomes
enthusiastic at the idea of studying in England. Like her parents, she speaks perfect English too.
She is determined to pass the entrance exam and immediately flies to England.
On the first day of the course at the police station, Michael introduces Tom to the applicants.
As an ice-breaker, Tom supplies them with a list of quotations from famous people about truths and
lies. He asks them to comment on them and to tell him which one they like best.
1.a. Complete the quotations with a word from the list (some words are used more than once).
Which quotation do you like best? (EFUI TB 82/1.a; EFUI SB 91/1.a).
liar
lies
true
secret
deceive cheating
pretend
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1.b. While the candidates were commenting on the quotations, they remember certain personal
anecdotes related to the topic of lying. Look at some of the sentences they uttered. Match the
sentences and explain the meaning of the words in bold. (EFUI TB 82/1.b; EFUI SB 1/91.b. The
order and structure of the sentences is exactly the same as in the original. Several
modifications in the wording have been made so that the sentences altogether resemble
utterances from a real-life conversation).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

My little sister pretended to be ill that morning.
Brian deceived Martha.
He told her a white lie.
My cousin cheated in the exam.
His brother always tells the truth.
My friend Maggie is not very good at keeping secrets.
He is a terrible liar.

1.c. Cover the left-hand column. Remember the expressions. (EFUI TB 82/1.c; EFUI SB 91/1.c)
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2. BETTER PRONUNCIATION.

Listen to certain words uttered by the candidates when they were telling their anecdotes to each
other.
2.a. T6.5 Listen to the pairs of words. Can you hear the difference? (EFUI TB 84/Better
Pronunciation a; EFUI SB 95/Better Pronunciation a).
1. a)
2. a)
3. a)
4. a)
5. a)
6. a)
7. a)
8. a)
9. a)
10. a)

true
dead
there
three
path
they
worth
breathe
theme
bet

b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)

through
death
dare
tree
part
day
word
breed
team
bed

2.b. T6.6 Listen to one word from each pair. Circle the word you hear. (EFUI TB 85/Better
Pronunciation b, EFUI SB 95/Better Pronunciation b).
2.c. A Say words from 2.a. for your partner to identify.
B Say words which word you hear, a or b. (EFUI TB 85/Better Pronunciation c; EFUI SB
95/Better Pronunciation c).
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3. LISTEN BETTER. Listening for gist and detail
After this ice-breaker, Michael interviews Tom about his job in the presence of the
candidates. Michael and Tom ask them to be very attentive to this interview and to take notes under
certain headings. They warn them that the information provided will be very useful for the career of
those who pass the entrance exam.
3.a. Listen and say whether in general Tom is positive or negative about his job. Listen once an
interview with a private detective. In general is he positive or negative about his job? (EFUI TB
85/7.a; EFUI SB 95/7.a)
3.b. Listen again and take notes under the headings supplied to the students by Michael and Tom:
Listen again and take notes under these headings: (EFUI TB 85/7.b; EFUI SB 95/7.b)
1. What his job involves
2. The worst aspects of his job
3. Tricks he uses
4. Advice for people who are deceiving others
4. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
After having listened to Tom’s last answer about his private life, Michael and Tom tell the
applicants to carefully think if they still want to continue this course. The main part leaves. Michael
and Tom then give out a questionnaire to those who stay. Of course, Irene is among them. This
questionnaire will provide a psychological profile of the candidates. In this way, it will help
Michael and Tom to improve their applicants’ weakest parts.
In pairs, talk about the questions below. Use the words in bold. (EFUI TB 82/1.d; EFUI SB
91/1.d).
SECRETS AND LIES
Which of these do people lie about most often? Why?
a) money
b) their age
c) their feelings
Is it acceptable to tell a lie...?
• to protect your privacy
• to keep a secret
Is it sometimes better to tell a white lie than to tell the truth? When?
Should doctors always tell their patients the truth?
Should parents always answer their children’s questions truthfully?
Is ‘being economical with the truth’ the same as lying?
Who are better at lying, men or women?
In what jobs is it useful to be good at lying?
Do you know anyone who...
• regularly lies about his/her age? Why?
• has pretended to be ill? Why?
• told a lie and was then caught out? What happened?
• has cheated in an exam? How?
• has been deceived by a partner or good friend they trusted?
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5. CHECK WHAT YOU KNOW. Reported speech
After filling in the questionnaire, Tom asks his students which they think the eight most
common types of lies are. They should also contextualise each type within a specific situation.
5.a. Discover what his students answered. Complete the cartoons with one of the lies from the box.
(EFUI TB 82/2.a; EFUI SB 92/2.a).
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5.b. Complete the sentences uttered by the applicants while describing the situations. Look at
conversation 1 written in reported speech. (EFUI TB 82/2.b; EFUI SB 92/2.b).
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6. FOCUS ON NEW LANGUAGE. Other forms of reported speech
The latter was the last activity of the first day of the course. Tom and Michael thank the
applicants for having come and ask them: “Why don’t we all go out for a drink?” (see 6.a.).
Everybody immediately thinks this is a very good idea. Which verb of the box corresponds to Tom
and Michael’s question? (Suggest).

6.a. Match the verbs from the box above and speech bubbles. Underline the stress. (EFUI TB
84/4.e; EFUI SB 94/4.e (first part); 132 Verbs for reporting speech (a). The first sentence
was made up by me so that it fitted in with this communicative stage).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

“Why don’t we all go out for a drink?”
I’ll do it tomorrow, I promise.
I’m terribly sorry. I’ve broken your glasses.
Don’t forget to buy the present.
Yes. OK. It was me. I wrote the letter.
Please come. You’d really enjoy it and I don’t want to go on my own.
I think you should phone him.
Be careful! Don’t touch it!
If you don’t keep quiet, I’ll shoot.
I’ll help you carry it.
Would you like to see a film?
OK. I’ll do it.
No, I won’t help you.
Go on! You can do it!
It’s definitely my case. It’s got my name on it.
It’s a really good restaurant.

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
4. ______________________________
5. ______________________________
6. ______________________________
7. ______________________________
8. ______________________________

9. _____________________________
10. ____________________________
11. ____________________________
12. ____________________________
13. ____________________________
14. ____________________________
15. ____________________________
16. ____________________________
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6.b. Cover the verbs. Look at the speech bubbles. Remember the verbs. (EFUI TB 84/4.e; EFUI
SB 94/4.e (first part); 132 Verbs for reporting speech (b))
6.c. Look at the table below to see how the verbs in 6.a. are used. (EFUI TB 84/4.e; EFUI SB
94/4.e (second part))

6.d. When the pub session finishes, Irene comes back to her hotel. In her room, she tunes a radio
channel. It deals with some sports news about a runner cheating in a marathon.
T 6.4 Think of the following question: how do you think a runner could cheat in a marathon? (EFUI
TB 83/4.a; EFUI SB 94/4.a)

6.e. Listen to this part of the radio sports news heard by Irene. Listen to part of the sport news. Find
out: (EFUI TB 83/4.b; EFUI SB 94/4.b)
1. How Sergio cheated.
2. How Sergio was caught.
3. What happened to him in the end.
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6.f. Irene finds the piece of news very amusing. On the following day she tells the others while they
are all having breakfast in the cafeteria of the police station. Look at the sentences used by Irene to
describe Sergio’s incident. Listen again and complete the sentences. (EFUI TB 83/4.c; EFUI SB
94/4.c)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

After the race, another runner, who finished 17th, _______________ Sergio of cheating.
At first, Sergio _______________ doing anything wrong.
Sergio _______________ that he had changed clothes.
Sergio _______________ for cheating.
The race organizers _______________ that he gave back his prize money and metal.
Sergio _______________ not to do it again.

6.g. Look at the words actually used by Sergio and others. Match them to sentences 1-6 in 6.f. Why
are the phrases in italics not reported? (EFUI TB 84/4.d; EFUI SB 94/4.d)
Me? I haven’t done anything wrong.
I’m terribly sorry I cheated.
I won’t do it again. I give you my word.
It’s not fair. He cheated.
Yes, it’s true. I changed clothes with my brother.
You must give the money back immediately.
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7. READ BETTER. Explaining what you’ve read
The students finish their coffee and enter the room where Tom and Michael are waiting for
them. The two men tell them that they are going to read an article about lying in the New York
Times written by a very famous criminal journalist.
7.a. Before they read it, they ask them in pairs to discuss what they think the answers to the
following questions will be. You’re going to read a text about lying. Before you read, in pairs,
discuss what you think the answers to these questions will be. (EFUI TB 83/3.a; EFUI SB 92/3.a)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Is it easy to spot if someone is telling a lie?
Why is it difficult to create lie-detection experiments?
How many lies do most people tell a day?
In which jobs are people especially good at spotting liars? Why?
If a woman is lying, who will spot it first, her husband or a stranger?
Are women better at detecting lies than men?
Are educated people better or worse liars? Why?
What emotions do liars try to hide?
Do people tend to forget or to remember lies they told in the past?
What kind of clues does a liar give that he or she is lying?
What does the expression ‘to live a lie’ mean?

7.b. After lively discussing their guesses, the candidates start reading the article. The procedure is
as follows: in pairs, one of them reads the first two parts and the other one the second two. Each of
them ticks (√) the questions which are answered in their respective paragraphs. In one minute,
Student A reads the first two parts and student B the second two. Tick (√) the questions which are
answered in your paragraphs. (EFUI TB 83/3.b; EFUI SB 92/3.b)
7.c. Read your paragraphs again more carefully to find the answers to the questions in 7.a. In pairs,
explain the answers in your own words. (EFUI TB 83/3.c; EFUI SB 92/3.c)
7.d. Now read the paragraphs your partner read. Underline any words you don’t know. Compare
your underlined words with your partner. Guess the meaning from the context or check with a
dictionary. (EFUI TB 83/3.d; EFUI SB 92/3.d)
7.e. Tom and Michael then ask the candidates to reflect upon how good they are at spotting liars
with the information from the text. They remind them that one part of the entrance exam will consist
of detecting lies. How good are you at spotting liars? Do you know anyone who has ‘lived a lie’?
(EFUI TB 83/3.e; EFUI SB 92/3.e)
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8. PRACTICE. Other forms of reported speech
Tom and Michael inform the applicants that the entrance exam will take place in two days’
time. To prepare it, they should think about the question they asked them after they had read the text
in 7.e. Besides, they should also reflect on how good they are at lying with credibility. The day of
the exam finally arrives. While they are waiting for their turn, the candidates overhear several
arrested people’s replies and confessions in the room nextdoors.
Complete the sentences in reported speech with a reporting verb from the list in 6.a. (EFUI TB
84/Practice; EFUI SB 94/Practice. I have changed the order of the sentences so that those
which better match the communicative stage appear at the beginning (1 and 2 here). The
new ordering (expressed with the numbers of the original sentences) is as follows: 4, 8, 1,
2, 3, 5, 6, 7).
1. ‘It wasn’t me. I didn’t shoot him.’
He ______________________________________________________________________
2. ‘I stole the money.’
She ______________________________________________________________________
3. ‘I’m terribly sorry. I’ve broken the vase.’
She ____________________________________________________________________
4. ‘I’ll pay for the drinks.’
Harry ___________________________________________________________________
5. ‘Sally, I think you should get a new job.’
Sarah ___________________________________________________________________
6. ‘Peter, don’t forget to take the dog to the vet.’
She _____________________________________________________________________
7. ‘Please, could you open the window, Helen?’
She ______________________________________________________________________
8. ‘Shall we get a taxi?’, she said.
She ______________________________________________________________________
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9. WRITE BETTER. Writing dialogue
During a break in the examination sessions, Tom tells Michael about their common friends
Miriam and James. Apparently James had phoned Tom to tell him that he had had an argument
with Miriam and was very worried about what had happened.
9.a. Firstly look at Writing Bank Writing C (EFUI TB 84/5.a; EFUI SB 94/5.a.; 140 Writing
Bank Writing C)

9.b. Now look at what Tom told Michael. Write the following text as a dialogue. What do you think
Miriam said at the end? Check the punctuation carefully (EFUI TB 84/5.b; EFUI SB 94/5.b)
‘Why weren’t you at work yesterday?’ James asked…
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10. MAKING CONVERSATION
Irene’s turn comes. She enters the exam room with another candidate, Melissa. Tom then
gives them a few hints before starting their conversation: (EFUI TB 85/6 (Get It Right); EFUI SB
95/6 (Get It Right))
GET IT RIGHT. Plan before you speak
If you plan a story in your head before you tell it, it will always come out better. Think for
a few minutes about how you’re going to answer the questions.
10.a. Then, Tom explains the task procedure to the girls and wishes them good luck. In pairs, A and
B read your questions. You will have to answer ‘yes’ to each question. If you have had the
experience, tell the truth. If you haven’t, invent the details. (EFUI TB 85/6.a; EFUI SB 95/6.a)

A
Have you ever...?
promised not to tell a secret and then broken your promise
had to admit that you were lying
refused to pay the bill in a restaurant
had to apologize for drinking too much
persuaded a friend to cheat in an exam
B
Have you ever...?
agreed to go out with someone you really didn’t like
had to remind someone several times to pay you back the money
been warned not do something but then done it
advised a friend to break up with their partner
offered to look after someone’s dog, and then had a problem
12.2. A asks B the questions in Box A. As B answers, watch for any clues which tell you that B is
lying (making mistakes, touching his/her nose, etc.). After each question, say if you think B was
lying or not. Swap roles. (EFUI TB 85/6.b; EFUI SB 95/6.b)
Both Irene and Melissa pass the entrance exam. What about you?
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